
What are innovations, inventions and actions that go beyond advertising ideas? 	

 
 

Play It Forward 

 

The Context :   What facts set the whole stage for the assignment? 
Millennials are used to receiving scratchers as low-value, last-minute or courtesy gifts given to them by someone—
like a boss or great aunt—who clearly did not put too much thought or energy into their gift. They don’t think of 
scratchers as valuable gifts because they’re inexpensive, yield an extremely low possibility of winning big and signal 
a clear lack of genuine consideration. Millennials value gifts by their practical functionality—such as by cost and 
conveniencei—and currently just view scratchers as short-lived entertainment and feigned thoughtfulness. 
 
The goal of this year’s campaign is to help millennials redefine the thought behind a scratcher by highlighting what a 
recipient can do with the prize money if they won big.   

 
The Push :   What’s the untapped human insight and our brand’s role within it? 

Millennials are much more giving than they can afford to be.ii 91% planned to buy gifts for friends or family 
during the holiday seasoniii but will spend less money overall than older cohorts who are buying for less people.iv 
Deeming more people deserving of gifts, but having less money to spend on them, millennials are not able to give 
their friends as valuable of gifts as they think they deserve. They’re spreading their budgets thinner, therefore 
finances could get in the way of how giving they allow themselves to be. In addition, more than 53% of millennials 
cite finance as their biggest stressor during the holiday season.v Thankfully, scratchers can potentially be a very 
monetarily valuable gift with an inexpensive price tag. Giving a friend a scratcher could provide a little convenience 
and playfulness to ease the holiday stress and—if it’s a winner—could possibly close the gap between what 
millennials want to give and what they can afford. 

  
Reposition scratchers as the next best thing to an expensive gift, the potential of an expensive gift. The 
thought that you deserve something valuable. A comical gift with genuine thought behind it. Show 
millennials that—though they can’t afford to buy their work wife the Maserati she deserves for covering their butt a 
million times —they can afford to gift her the opportunity to win enough money to buy it herself. Make the gift of a 
scratcher send a humorous, but selfless message of giving, gratitude and appreciation. Make the scratcher say “I’m 
thankful for everything you do for me. Though I know I can’t give you an expensive gift, I wholeheartedly believe 
you deserve one, so my gift is to maybe help you win big yourself. My fingers are crossed for you.” 

 
The Mission :   What’s the inspiring way to reframe the assignment? 
 

Elevate scratchers from low-effort gifts to a humorous but thoughtful sign of appreciation.  
 
The Core Idea : What’s the actionable strategic idea to bring to life? 
 

 You’re gifting recognition and potential.  
 
The Future : What does success look like and how might we get there? 

PR Headline: “The Lottery tells Missourians to give appreciation when they can’t afford something expensive” 
Consumer Quote: “My best friend deserves the world but we both know that’s a tad out of my budget so I gave him 
the next best thing—a chance to win the gift he really deserves” 
Tone: Positive. Appreciative. Funny. 
Thought Starter: There’s a relatability in rooting for someone to get the right side of karma, but humor in only 
realistically being about to offer a thoughtful ‘good luck.’ Embrace that it’s a stretch and use it to develop to the irony. 

Missouri Lottery 

 

 2018 Scratchers as Gifts  
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i https://ejgiftcards.com/understanding-the-spending-habits-of-millennials-and-how-they-are-changing-the-gift-card-market/  
ii https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/nation/2013/12/11/millennials-most-giving/3962781/ 
iii http://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2015/12/18/many-millennials-see-christmas-as-more-cultural-than-religious-holiday/  
iv https://www.cnbc.com/2016/11/01/millennial-shoppers-say-theyre-ready-to-spend-this-holiday-but-skeptics-arent-so-sure.html  
v https://www.entrepreneur.com/article/253953  


